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By Chris Bohjalian

Christine wakes up every morning in an unfamiliar bed with an unfamiliar man. She looks 
in the mirror and sees an unfamiliar, middle-aged face. And every morning, the man she
has woken up with must explain that he is Ben, he is her husband, she is forty-seven years 
old, and a terrible accident two decades earlier decimated her ability to form new 
memories. Every day, Christine must begin again the reconstruction of her past. And the 
closer she gets to the truth, the more unbelievable it seems.

The Flight Attendant

Cassandra Bowden is no stranger to hungover mornings. She's a binge drinker, her job 
with the airline making it easy to find adventure, and the occasional blackouts seem to be 
inevitable. She lives with them, and the accompanying self-loathing. When she awakes in a 
Dubai hotel room, she tries to piece the previous night back together. She quietly slides out 
of bed and looks at the man she spent the night with. She sees his dark hair. His utter 
stillness. And blood, a slick, still wet pool on the crisp white sheets.
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Emma Averell loves her life but it hasn't always been so perfect. When she was just five 
years old, Emma and her older sister went into foster care because of a horrific incident 
with their mother. Her sister can remember a time when their mother was loving and 
“normal,” but Emma can only remember her as a monster. A monster that emerged right 
around their mother’s fortieth birthday, the same age Emma is approaching now.

Liv wakes up in the back of a taxi with no idea where she is or how she got there. When 
she’s dropped off at the door of her brownstone, a stranger answeres who now lives in 
her apartment and forces her out in the cold. She reaches for her phone to call for help, 
only to discover it’s missing, and in its place is a bloodstained knife. That’s when she sees 
that her hands are covered in scribbled messages like graffiti on her skin: STAY AWAKE. 
Liv finds herself on the run for a crime she doesn’t remember committing as she tries to 
piece together the fragments of her life. But there’s someone who does know exactly 
what she did, and they’ll do anything to make her forget permanently.

The Darkest Minds
By Alexandra Bracken
When Ruby woke up on her tenth birthday, something about her had changed. 
Something alarming enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and call the 
police. Something that gets her sent to Thurmond, a brutal government “rehabilitation 
camp.” She might have survived the mysterious disease that’s killed most of America’s 
children, but she and the others have emerged with something far worse: frightening 
abilities they cannot control.

books to dvd

quote of the month

“Beware; for I am fearless, and therefore 
powerful.”

book of the month
Stay Awake

Insomnia Mary Shelley, Frankenstein

Read Alikes

By Sarah Pinborough

Before I Go to Sleep
By S.J. Watson

PG-13 ‧ 2018 ‧ Sci-fi/Action ‧ 1h 45m
When teens mysteriously develop powerful new abilities, they are declared a threat by 
the government and detained. One of the most powerful young people, Ruby, escapes 
from her camp and joins a group of runaways who are seeking a safe haven. Betrayed 
by the adults in power, this newfound family soon realizes that running is not enough, 
they must use their collective powers to wage a resistance and take back their future.

Series Checklist: Jude Deveraux - Providence Falls Series

By Megan Goldin

Read the description for 'Thief of Fate' (Book #3) under the new books this month section!

The Darkest Minds

Chance of a Lifetime (#1)

An Impossible Promise (#2)

In 1844 Ireland, Liam O’Connor, a rogue and a thief, fell madly in love with a squire’s daughter 
and unwittingly altered the future. Shy and naive Cora McLeod thought Liam was the answer 
to her prayers. But the angels disagreed and they’ve been waiting for the right moment in 
time to step in. Now Liam finds himself reunited with his beloved Cora in Providence Falls, 
North Carolina. The angels have given Liam a task. He must make sure Cora falls in love with 
the man she was supposed to marry before Liam interfered. But this Cora is very different 
from the innocent girl who fell for Liam in the past. She doesn’t remember Liam or their past 
lives, nor is she impressed with his attempts to guide her in any way.

Now police officers in Providence Falls, North Carolina, Liam and Cora are partners on a 
murder investigation. The intensity of the case has drawn them closer together--exactly 
what Liam is supposed to avoid. The angels have made it clear Cora must be with Finley 
Walsh. But headstrong Cora makes her own decisions and she's starting to have feelings for 
Liam, the only thing he's ever really wanted.
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The Twelve Topsy-Turvy, Very Messy Days of Christmas By James Patterson
Home Sweet Christmas By Susan Mallery
Endless Summer By Elin Hilderbrand 
Righteous Prey By John Sandford
Mad Honey By Jodi Picoult & Jennifer Finney Boylan
The High Notes By Danielle Steel
Distant Thunder By Stuart Woods
Long Shadows By David Baldacci
Voice of Fear By Heather Graham
Santa's Little Yelpers By David Rosenfelt
A Heart Full of Headstones By Ian Rankin
Dashing Through the Snowbirds By Donna Andrewss
Before I Do By Sophie Cousens
Demon Copperhead By Barbara Kingsolver
The Christmas Spirit By Debbie Macomber 
The Boys from Biloxi By John Grisham
When Life Gives You Vampires By Gloria Duke
Livid By Patricia Cornwell
No Plan B By Lee Child & Andrew Child  
Triple Cross By James Patterson 
Under the Starry Skies By Tracie Peterson
Our Missing Hearts By Celeste Ng
Jackal By Erin E. Adams
Blackmail and Bibingka By Mia P. Manansala 
The Night Ship By Jess Kidd
One Woman's War By Christine Wells

Thief of Fate (Providence Falls #3)
By Jude Deveraux & Tara Sheets
When Liam O’Connor stole Cora McLeod from her destined soul mate, Finley Walsh, 
in 1844, he changed the course of history. Now Liam has been given three months 
to set things right, but he has failed to reunite Cora and Finn. With time running out, 
things are looking worse than ever.

Genre Spotlight: Horror

audiobook spotlight

new books coming out this month
Just Like Home
By Sarah Gailey
“Come home.” Vera’s mother called and Vera obeyed. In spite of their long 
estrangement, in spite of the memories -- she's come back to the home of a serial 
killer. Back to face the love she had for her father and the bodies he buried 
there.There are secrets yet undiscovered in the foundations of the notorious Crowder 
House. Vera must face them, and find out for herself just how deep the rot goes.

Pride and Prejudice and Zombies
By Seth Grahame-Smith & Jane Austen
“It is a truth universally acknowledged that a zombie in possession of brains must be in 
want of more brains.” So begins Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, an expanded edition 
of the beloved Jane Austen novel featuring all-new scenes of bone-crunching zombie 
mayhem. As our story opens, a mysterious plague has fallen upon the quiet English 
village of Meryton and the dead are returning to life! Feisty heroine Elizabeth Bennet is 
determined to wipe out the zombie menace, but she’s soon distracted by the arrival of 
the haughty and arrogant Mr. Darcy. 

Sleeping Beauties
By Stephen King & Owen King
In a future so real and near, something happens when women go to sleep; they become 
shrouded in a cocoon-like gauze. If they are awakened, and the gauze wrapping their 
bodies is disturbed or violated, the women become feral and spectacularly violent. The 
men of our world are abandoned and left to their increasingly primal devices. One
woman, however, the mysterious Evie, is immune to the blessing or curse of the sleeping 
disease. Is Evie a medical anomaly to be studied, or is she a demon who must be slain?

Kankakee Public Library BookClubs

Me and Paul: Untold Stories of a Fabled Friendship
By Willie Nelson
Immortalized in Willie Nelson’s road song "Me and Paul," Paul English was the towering 
figure who for 70 years acted as Willie’s drummer, bodyguard, accountant, partner in 
crime, and right-hand man. Together, the two men roamed the country, putting on 
shows, getting into a few scrapes, raising money for good causes, and bringing the joy of 
their music to fans worldwide. Set against the backdrop of the exploding Americana 
music scene and told in Willie’s inimitable, colorful style, Me and Paul follows the two 
performers through their decades-long careers.

Kankakee Public Library BookClubs
Tuesday Morning Book Club - October 11th at 10:00am
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett
The Tuesday Morning Book Discussion meets to discuss a variety of books throughout the year on the 
second Tuesday of each month. Join us in our 3rd Floor Meeting Room while we talk literature over coffee 
and tea. This is a free program. Bring your friends and come ready to chat about this month's book! 
Call the Adult Services department for any further questions - 815-939-4564
Soul Collections - October 27nd at 5:30pm
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett
Soul Collections book club meets to discuss both fiction and non-fiction books written by black authors. 
Join us in our 3rd Floor Meeting Room while we enjoy snacks and great conversation about this month's 
book. This is a free program and open to all!
Call the Adult Services department for any further questions - 815-939-4564

The Book Eaters
By Sunyi Dean 
Out on the Yorkshire Moors lives a secret line of people for whom books are food, and 
who retain all of a book's content after eating it. To them, spy novels are a peppery snack; 
romance novels are sweet and delicious. But real life doesn't always come with happy 
endings, as Devon learns when her son is born with a rare and darker kind of hunger, not 
for books, but for human minds.
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